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The Event Planner Guide was
created to assist you with a bit
of your unique personality, color
splash, power word, and kissing
style, plus an extra bonus of a
Kiss Whisper that matches your
zodiac sign. This document is
for your entertainment, but it
can also assist you and your
team in dealing with conflicts
and understanding the complex
dynamics of your organization.

Transforming “Why should I trust you?” to “How do I work
with you?” is the goal of this guide. Find your passion and
work smarter, not harder to earn more, thus creating the
space to love your profession and live purposefully. Look
for more tips and insights at officiallipstickreader.com/blog
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Aries
MARCH 21 - APRIL 19
Color: Red
Power Word: Daring
Kiss: Bold and Passionate
Those under the sign of Aries are often
dynamic and spontaneous individuals
who enjoy having a full calendar.
Independent, impulsive, and passionate.
The Arian is prone to action, though
sometimes they forget to think before
leaping. While they can be impatient and
a little too aggressive at times, they also
take great initiative and make grand
leaders. Aries is deeply caring and loves
connecting with people.
For Aries, the Kiss Whisper card says:
You have a natural radiance that you
exude. Use it to your advantage without
shining too brightly. Remember to use
your wisdom to practice mindfulness, in
spite of your ambition.
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Taurus
APRIL 20 - MAY 20
Color: Green
Power Word: Reliable
Kiss: A Little Vanilla, but Very Soft
and Tender
Those under the sign of Taurus tend to be
practical and grounded, and are more
willing to work hard to reach their goals.
Stable, honest, and understanding, the
Taurus tries to see all sides to every story.
Once they make a choice, they often
stubbornly stick to their guns until they are
satisfied. However, they will also stick by and
support those they care for no matter what.
For Taurus, the Kiss Whisper card says:
The rock of the organization and planning
events brings balance to any event. It is
working with a team that may be a bit of a
challenge, and you do not care for
change. But you are willing to accept
other's ideas. When making a decision,
remember to practice mindfulness to trust
your intuition.
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Gemini
MAY 21 - JUNE 20
Color: Yellow
Power Word: Curiousity
Kiss: Intentional and Focused
Those under the sign of Gemini tend to
have a dual personality: sometimes fun and
sometimes serious. Adaptable, curious,
and enthusiastic, the Gemini is not afraid to
change plans at the last minute. They can
get a bit ahead of themselves, and take on
projects that are a bit too much for them.
They are constantly searching for kindred
spirits to communicate and connect with
everyone around them.
For Gemini, the Kiss Whisper card says:
Remain focused on the goal and release
the internal intensity in order to build and
maintain stronger relationships. Enjoy each
small success that leads you to the results
you desire. Practice mindfulness; take a
walk and breath in the fresh air.
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Cancer
JUNE 21 - JULY 22
Color: White
Power Word: Devoted
Kiss: Light Quick Kisses—Ooh-La-La
Those under the sign of Cancer tend to
be sensitive souls who search for
kindness within others and are led by
emotion. Compassionate, faithful and
supportive, the Cancer is a protective
carer for those in their circle. However,
they desire compassion in return, often
needing support and reassurance from
those closest to them. It can also be hard
to become a part of the Cancer’s circle,
as they need to first feel secure, but they
become a loyal friend for life.
For Cancer, the Kiss Whisper card says:
You are known for your devotion to see
projects to the end, which may lead
others to think you can do everything.
Learn to say no with grace to protect your
time and perform at your best. Practice
mindfulness to know when to draw the
line.
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Leo
JULY 23 - AUGUST 22
Color: Gold
Power Word: Faithful
Kiss: Flowing, Hard and Arousing
Those under the sign of Leo tend to
shine with the sun’s brilliance and adore
being the center of attention. Selfconfident, charismatic, and generous,
Leo makes an outstanding leader. They
can also be a little headstrong and
prideful, particularly in regard to their
accomplishments. But if you are a
member of their pride, you will find a
loyal and true friend.
For Leo, the Kiss Whisper card says: You
protect your designs fiercely. Be open to
the ideas of other contributions. You
may desire to measure up to someone
else’s idea of perfect—and you can
often achieve it—but it’s also important
to remain true to yourself. Let go of
seeking outside validation/influencers.
Practice mindfulness to show you the
difference.
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Virgo
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22
Color: Brown
Power Word: Meticulous
Kiss: Slow and Meaningful at Just
the Right Time
Those under the sign of Virgo tend to be
practical and methodical, focusing on
every small detail. Reliable, observant,
and studious, the Virgo has their life and
dreams planned out to a T. They can get
lost in the details and don’t like asking for
help. The Virgo’s circle knows that they
can count on them when needed.
For Virgo, the Kiss Whisper card says:
Your love language is to feel needed and
desired. The need to know everything
beforehand can stunt your opportunities.
Instead use the foresight to know that
small details can wait because you need
to make a choice quickly. By practicing
mindfulness, you can learn to be decisive
and stop being bogged down by the
specifics.
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Libra
SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 22
Color: Pink
Power Word: Diplomacy
Kiss: Sweet and Tender Kisses
Those under the sign of Libra tend to be
peacekeepers who search for balance
for all parties and hate confrontation.
Understanding, fair, and diplomatic, the
Libra is also a romantic who possesses a
natural charm. They can sometimes
seem indecisive as they attempt to keep
the balance. Within their friend groups,
they make sure every voice is heard
equally.
For Libra, the Kiss Whisper card says:
You’re the peacemaker of the zodiac. It
tips the scale when the people around
you don’t get along. You love the allure
when making real connections and
despise contentions that break them.
Practice quiet mindfulness to recognize
hidden opportunities to create balance
and harmony in your event planning.
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Scorpio
OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21
Color: Orange
Power Word: Tenacity
Kiss: the Killer Kiss—the Sizzle of
the Zodiac
Those under the sign of Scorpio tend to be
mysterious and intense people willing to see
things to the end. Brave, focused, and
ambitious, the Scorpio aims high and is
determined to reach that height. Their
intensity and dislike of dishonesty can make
them jealous and suspicious. They can be
very secretive, only showing their cards to
those they fully trust.
For Scorpio, the Kiss Whisper card says: You
have the power to regulate how you make
people feel. When taking action, remember
how others will receive your message. Pay
attention to the body language more than
the words communicated to you. Trust does
not come easily. Someone needs to take the
initial step. While practicing mindfulness,
remember a time when you were carefree
and felt you can conquer the world.
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Capricorn
DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 19
Color: Black
Power Word: Discipline
Kiss: All-Encompassing, Insatiable
Those under the sign of Capricorn tend to
be reasonable people who focus on the
important details. Sensible, careful, and
ambitious, the Capricorn has the selfcontrol to make solid, realistic plans for the
future and the endurance to see them
through. While practical, they are also
stubborn and do not like being told what to
do. They have no issues managing people
and keeping group projects on track.
For Capricorn, the Kiss Whisper card
says: Your biggest strength is your
brilliance when working alone and you
have the independence to do so. Now is
the time to play nice with others and
allow them to shine, even if it means
doing things differently than you’ve done
before. Practice mindfulness while letting
go and allowing life to unfold in its own
time.
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Aquarius
JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 18
Color: Silver
Power Word: Humanitarian
Kiss: Lip-Locked with Two Hands
on the Cheeks—with Eye Contact
Those under the sign of Aquarius tend to be a
bit eccentric and hold strongly to their freedom.
Curious, independent, and creative, the
Aquarius is a natural problem-solver, often
forging a completely new and unique path to
do so. Their love of freedom can make them
struggle with inconsistency and being a little
too unpredictable. However, their desire to
please always comes through in a pinch. They
also love to be surrounded by other people.
For Aquarius, the Kiss Whisper card says: Your
unique view of life bursts with creativity and
gives you the freedom to accept change
easily. You communicate ideas clearly that
can make for brilliant meetings. Don't overthink
things. You have a tendency to intellectualize.
Bless others with your laughter and friendship.
Use mindfulness to help you step out of the
shadows and into the spotlight!
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Pisces
FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20
Color: Purple
Power Word: Wisdom
Kiss: No Tongue, but Lots of
Energetic, Radiant Vibrations
Those under the sign of Pisces tend to
be both understanding and good
listeners, making them great at giving
advice. Compassionate, selfless, and
idealistic, the Pisces is often in search of
emotional and spiritual harmony. A
Pisces is a faithful friend who gives
without ever expecting anything back.
However, they can be a little too trusting,
leading to broken promises.
For Pisces, the Kiss Whisper card says:
Your dignity is your strength, and brings
you the respect of others. Be careful of
ambivalence. When feeling strong,
remember to be patient with others and
cheer for their successes. Everyone
needs advice from time to time. Be
graceful with how you communicate.
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Experience

the Magic of a First Kiss
What sign are you? Do you see yourself in the reading?
What signs do you work best with?
What signs do you struggle with?
Did you have any "A-HA!" moments?
What are your takeaways from this Event Planner Guide?
Do you want more? Pucker up.

Follow us for more tips, kiss readings,
inspirations, and giveaways @readyourkiss

Interactive Psychic Lip Print
Readings Based Upon the
Science of a Kiss
If you would like to be a guest on our show "Kiss
Whisper Secrets" or want to book Miranda for
yours*, go to officiallipstickreader.com/guests
*Ask us about segment ideas

besos@officiallipstickreader.com | (877) 605-6389 | officiallipstickreader.com

ABOUT

Miranda
Miranda's fascination with a kiss began
with her mother. She felt loved and safe
when her mother would kiss her good night.
Miranda learned she had very little time left
with her mother and created the Official Lipstick Reader
in honor of her memory and found her passion in a Kiss.

MARCH 21 - APRIL 19
Color: Red
Power Word: Fearless
Kiss: Seek Permission First— Hot
and Passionate
Miranda, the Official Lipstick Reader,
offers forensics and intuitive lipstick
readings worldwide. For more of her
kiss analysis and predictions visit her at
officiallipstickreader.com or
besos@officiallipstickreader.com.
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